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ABSTRACT

Diversity is an idea whose time has come. As with other ideas whose time came, because diversity resonates with the zeitgeist, it has received little critical scrutiny. What is true of diversity, broadly conceived, is also true of one of its contemporary rationales, namely the business case for diversity. That is the claim that demographically diverse groups outperform more homogeneous groups “even when those homogeneous groups are made up of the best problem-solving individuals.” In this article, I scrutinize the business case in the context of the acrimonious debate over the “underrepresentation” of women and minorities in tech firms. My findings suggest that the business case is founded on hype rather than sound empirics and conceptual rigor. What is more, the rhetorical violence of the campaign to force tech firms to diversify their workforces has undermined the foundations of cooperation in demographically mixed teams by setting race against race and sex against sex, thus putting at risk any possible gains from diversity.
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INTRODUCTION: THE TRIUMPH OF DIVERSITY

This paper examines the “business case for diversity.” The business case promises that businesses that achieve gender and racial balance in their workforces or work teams will see payoffs in terms of greater productivity and innovativeness.

Diversity is an idea whose time has come. The business case has been embraced by powerful constituencies. Academics are largely progressives and have welcomed findings that support their agenda of diversity and inclusion. It has been welcomed by advocates for identity groups who see it as a new marketing tool. It has found favor in large swaths of the media who have rapidly picked it up and propagated it. Legions of practitioners and consultants have sprung up to help businesses meet their diversity goals.

The business case is a spin-off of the concept of diversity. As is well-known, diversity’s origins are not traceable to a lab or doctoral dissertation but to a Supreme Court opinion. The idea originated in Justice Lewis Powell’s plurality opinion in Regents of the University of California v. Bakke. Writing in 2006, Yale Law School’s Peter Schuck noted when the idea was first applied to preferential admissions for minorities at universities, diversity was “merely the current rationale of convenience” for longstanding policies of racial and other preferences. As Schuck describes, advocates for preferences were slow to adopt the rationale. They viewed group preferences as backward looking—intended to correct historical injustice—rather than forward-looking. So even though Powell’s opinion eventually became the rationale of choice for racial and other preferences, it was only after a series of reversals in polling places and courts that the liberal academic establishment turned to this rationale in earnest.

From its conception, then, diversity has essentially been a political or legal theory favored by advocates of identity politics. Its origins still define it.


"Science" has ever since been playing catch-up—trying to supply a scientific foundation for what is a political objective.

The business case for diversity also serves as a rationale for group preferences. It simply repurposed Powell’s life-raft for group preferences in college or university admissions in *Bakke* for use in the employment context. In this paper, I argue that the primary function of the business case is to lend a veneer of scientific respectability to the political program of gender and racial balance in the workforce. I argue that the scientific evidence does not support the claims made by advocates of diversity in the workplace and the actions of the advocates themselves suggest that they don’t take the idea seriously. My takeaway is that diversity, and by extension the business case for diversity, is mostly political sloganeering.

That is not to deny that the business case has some true believers. There is no doubting that the invention of diversity was a stroke of advertising or rhetorical genius. In contrast to group preferences, which it essentially perpetuated and expanded, the idea of diversity has not aroused the same hostility. It is emollient and soothing. It disarms opposition. It is a triumph of the art of political rhetoric. Who can object to diversity? It appeals to our sense of who we are or aspire to be. It flatters our self-image. Unlike explicit preferences, with their divisive rhetoric of rectifying past injustices, diversity is forward-looking. It promises collaboration for our common benefit. It can also be a source of national competitive advantage. We want it to be true.6

Today, there is probably not a single university president or Fortune 500 CEO who would survive a ‘New York minute’ if he or she dared to publicly question diversity. True, that is not simply a triumph of framing. Diversity is the soft sell, which is backed up by the hard sell of the power of the purse. The threat of being cut-off from federal funds has been particularly effective at converting CEOs and educators.

I examine the business case for diversity in the context of Silicon Valley. U.S. tech firms like Google (formerly James Damore’s employer), Apple, Facebook, and Amazon, among others, have been the target of an intense media campaign to shame them into balancing their workforces. The term “balancing” needs some explication. For most advocates it means hiring a workforce that, in Bill Clinton’s phrase, “looks like America.” But, especially in Silicon Valley, where

---

6. See Eugene Volokh, *Diversity, Race as Proxy, and Religion as Proxy*, 43 UCLA L. REV. 2059, 2059–60 (1996) (“Diversity is particularly appealing because of what it is not. It is not based on theories of racial responsibility. It is not based on a vision of group rights, or on a theory that proportional racial representation is an end in itself. It is not based on controversial views of compensation for past discrimination. It does not require a different level of justification for programs that disadvantage whites than for programs that disadvantage minorities. It does not even require a social consensus about the magnitude of present discrimination. . . . Diversity is appealing because it’s forward-looking; it ascribes no guilt, calls for no arguments about compensation. It seems to ask simply for rational, unbigoted judgment: thoughtful professionals evaluating the whole person, including the regrettably but undeniably important factor of race, in a quest to achieve an eminently legitimate, even uncontroversial, goal.”).
women programmers and software engineers are about one-fifth of the total, and where racial minorities are less than one-twentieth of the total, the term may be best decoded as meaning substantial strides toward eventual parity.

In this essay, I focus primarily on the noisy recriminations over the gender imbalance in Silicon Valley. At the outset, I should mention the pipeline issue. Women represented 18.1 percent of the nation’s computer science graduates in 2014.7 You might think that the inexorable 18.1 percent would constitute a complete defense for the “underrepresentation” of women in tech firms’ workforces. However, you would be mistaken. Diversity advocates are adamant the pipeline cannot in any way excuse tech firms from their duty to hire the missing fifty percent.8

One remarkable aspect of the conflict over the number of women and minorities employed by Silicon Valley is how one-sided it is. The tech behemoths that bestride our economy turn out to be—in political terms—puny weaklings in the face of the shaming campaign directed against them. They are completely unnerved and outmatched by the diversity propaganda mill.9 One last preliminary


8. I do not mean to imply that Silicon Valley only hires computer science graduates even for its technical positions. For example, James Damore has a degree in computational biology. But the gender ratio is revealing for two reasons: (1) tech workers are mostly recruited from computer science programs, and (2) the ratio of men and women in computer science is a rough gauge of the degree of interest in programming and software engineering. Note also that such ratios are routinely used by the courts to determine if disparities constitute prima facie evidence of discrimination: “Data can be evidence of discrimination, but only when an employer’s workforce is contrasted with the qualified and available labor pool and when other factors that might explain disparities are controlled for. Lack of qualifications and lack of interest might explain the disparities; women and minorities are underrepresented in the Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) majors, especially at the elite schools from which high tech firms hire most of their employees. Tech companies recruit employees through unconventional means, such as ‘acqui-hiring,’ where entire businesses are purchased, not for their products but for their talent. Acqui-hiring involves no individual hiring decision, but because start-up tech companies tend to be disproportionately white and male, this practice inadvertently adds to the homogeneity of larger companies.” Richard Thompson Ford, Civil Rights 2.0: Encouraging Innovation to Tackle Silicon Valley’s Diversity Deficit, 11 STAN. J. CIV. RTS. & CIV. LIBERTIES 155, 156 (2015) (citations omitted).

9. It is not just CEOs who seem unable to find their voices. Notoriously, even the President of Harvard has been shamed into silence. As is well-known, in 2005, at a conference at Harvard on Diversifying the Science & Engineering Workforce sponsored by the National Bureau of Economic Research, Harvard President Larry Summers provoked a firestorm of indignation by suggesting that one possible explanation (he mentioned three in all) for the underrepresentation of women “in tenured positions in science and engineering at top universities and research institutions” might be that men have more variability than women across traits, which means that men are over-represented in the upper and lower tails of ability distributions. Lawrence H. Summers, Remarks at NBER Conference on Diversifying the Science & Engineering Workforce (Jan. 14, 2005), https://www.harvard.edu/president/speeches/summers_2005/nber.php [https://perma.cc/C7G9-P37H]. For this he was sacrificed to the zeitgeist. As Richard Posner said: “For these actions, Summers—the most exciting and dynamic president that Harvard has had since James Conant—has been (or at least has felt) compelled to undergo a humiliating course of communist-style ‘reeducation,’ involving repeated and increasingly abject confessions, self-criticism, and promises to reform. He has been paraded in a metaphoric dunce cap.
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point: what I will refer to as “diversity” is generally more accurately described as “forced diversity.”

I. THE BUSINESS CASE FOR DIVERSITY: EVIDENCE

To start, there are some reasons for skepticism about the science that supposedly underpins the current vogue for the business case for diversity. The business case argues that a diverse work team or workforce is a source of competitive advantage for firms because it enables greater creativity, innovation, and productivity. It rests on “the idea that groups of diverse individuals are more effective in solving problems and predicting events than are homogeneous groups, even when those homogeneous groups are made up of the best problem-solving individuals.”

It is important to note that this reasoning is based “on the assumption that diversity of all types brings cognitive heterogeneity—differences between group members in their knowledge, perspectives, and heuristics, which yield more tools and resources for doing the work of the group.” This idea has been critiqued for its unidimensionality, but remains the foundation for much of the theorizing regarding the benefits of diversity to this day.

Despite diversity’s vogue, in a recent review of meta-analyses of empirical work on the performance effects of workgroup diversity by gender and race/ethnicity, Alice Eagly found “surprising contradictions between what advocates claim and what research has demonstrated.” Despite advocates’ claims that diverse task groups enhance performance, Eagly says, “research findings are mixed, and repeated meta-analyses have yielded average correlational findings that are null or extremely small.” In summary, “when aggregated across studies, an extensive research literature on group performance has shown no overall advantage for demographically diverse groups, with a small tendency toward disadvantage, especially on subjective measures of performance.”

Eagly uses her findings to raise questions about the professional duties of advocates, policy makers, and scientists when there is “clear evidence that broad, simple claims about diversity’s positive relations to . . . group effectiveness are not supported by scientific research” and she urges scholars not to allow advocacy to drive their scholarship: “Rather than ignoring or furthering distortions of scientific knowledge to fit advocacy goals, scientists should serve as honest brokers

10. Eagly, supra note 1, at 204.
11. Id.
12. Id.
13. Id. at 200.
14. Id. at 199.
15. Id. at 207.
16. Id.
who communicate consensus scientific findings to advocates and policy makers in an effort to encourage exploration of evidence-based policy options.  

But there is probably a still deeper problem that Eagly does not address, namely that even the extant literature may exaggerate the case for diversity for reasons of ideologically driven publication bias. The problem is that the field of social psychology lacks—for want of a better word—diversity. It is ideologically monochrome. It is dominated by liberals and progressives who unashamedly admit that they would be more likely to reject work for publication if it has a conservative slant. Todd Pittinsky notes the confirmation bias that infects work on diversity:

As an academic, I should point out [an] issue with the evidence that can only be called political. Anyone who conducts a study finding that diversity correlates with innovation has a great shot at being published in a journal. Anyone who does not find such a correlation or, worse, who finds that workplace diversity leads to less profitability or productivity has little chance of being published unless he or she is a very prominent researcher. In short, we’re seeing the evidence that we’re being allowed to see. Naturally, this creates a feedback loop so that researchers who have negative or equivocal findings about diversity’s benefits are less likely to write up their findings and submit them for publication.

17. Id. at 199.
18. The proportion of social psychologists who call themselves conservatives is even smaller than the proportion of women tech workers in Silicon Valley. Yoel Inbar and Joris Lammers surveyed a large number of social and personality psychologists and found that only 6% described themselves as conservative “overall.” However, the more disturbing finding is that “[i]n decisions ranging from paper reviews to hiring, many [respondents] said that they would discriminate against openly conservative colleagues. The more liberal respondents were, the more they said they would discriminate.” Yoel Inbar & Joris Lammers, Political Diversity in Social and Personality Psychology, 7 PERSPECTIVES ON PSYCHOL. SCI 1 (2012); see also John Tierney, Social Scientist Sees Bias Within, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 7, 2011), http://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/08/science/08tier.html [https://perma.cc/S6AH-QETX].
19. Pittinky, supra note 3. Lee Jussim notes that: “Papers in my home discipline of social psychology that can be used to craft narratives advancing social justice are generally cited far more than papers of equal or even higher scientific quality that contest those narratives. Here are two concrete examples. When a paper (link is external) finds stereotype bias, it gets nearly 1,000 citations but when a failed replication of that same study gets published, it gets 30. When a paper reporting a single study finds evidence of bias against women in STEM it gets 600 citations; when another paper reporting five studies finds gender bias favoring women, it gets 70 citations.” The Psychology of the New McCarthyism, Blacklisting: The Reemergence of an Old Evil, PSYCHOLOGY TODAY: RABBLE ROUSER (Aug 11, 2017), https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/rabble-rouser/201708/the-psychology-the-new-mccarthyism [https://perma.cc/65FM-6RBC]; see also Fabian Homberg & Hong T. M. Bui, Top Management Team Diversity: A Systematic Review, 38 GROUP & ORG. MGMT. 455, 479 (2013) (finding no link between [top management team] diversity and performance, but finding evidence for publication bias).
II. THE MARKETING OF DIVERSITY

A. The Business Case in Silicon Valley: Out of the Mouth of Babes and Sucklings

Nowhere has the campaign to diversify a predominantly male workforce been more intense than in Silicon Valley. The campaign is marked by a number of features that tend to cast doubt on the business case. In the first place, that there is a campaign at all should put observers on their guard. If diversity increases performance, it should not be necessary to twist the arms of managers.

A second reason for skepticism about the business case is who is making it. The principal evangelists for the business case have been interested parties like advocates for women’s or minority causes and consultants who see it as a business opportunity. There is something incongruous or presumptuous about advocates with little or no business experience instructing the executives of U.S. tech companies on how to run their businesses. Even academics are hesitant to second-guess managers’ decisions. Ronald Gilson put it best: “One of the things I have learned from being an academic is that we usually discover things after the rest of the world, not before. The beetles usually figure out what they are supposed to be doing a long time before the entomologists ever come along to tell them why they are doing it.”20 In this case, too, it is not obvious that the beetles need their advocates’ advice.

Third, if diversity is a source of competitive advantage, it is highly improbable that fact would not have occurred to the very people whose fortunes and careers depend on their skill at making those judgments. True, those judgments are art, not science, but if the truth is staring us in the face, it is unlikely that it has been missed by the tech firms. Therefore, the rebuttable presumption follows that that the present demographic compositions are at least approximately the ones that best fit the tech firms’ requirements, though as the industry’s environment changes, those requirements are constantly evolving. Over time, it is quite possible that firms’ actual sex ratios (or mix of “gendered” skills) will change, with lags, to reflect these evolving challenges. It is next to impossible to predict what the optimal mix of genders or races will be for maximizing profits. That is a problem we prudently leave to the professionals.

Fourth, it is not obvious that, of all U.S. industries, Silicon Valley needs advice from well-wishers. As Pittinsky says, “Here we have one of the least diverse sectors of the U.S. economy. . . . Yet Silicon Valley is also by far one of the most innovative collections of people not only in the U.S. today but perhaps anywhere, ever. This might explain why the creativity and innovation arguments for workplace diversity, while seemingly compelling at first glance, have not had the expected impact on business investment in diversity.”21

Manjoo puts the same question: “If a lack of diversity hasn’t hurt Google so far, why alter how the company works, apparently for reasons of political correctness?” So one obvious objection is that the business case for diversity does not accurately predict the past, so why should we have confidence that it can predict the future?

There are possible rebuttals, but they aren’t convincing. One is that I overlook the fact that there are deeply ingrained cultural barriers that prevent managers from appreciating the advantages of hiring women. But, ingrained or not, such barriers cannot long withstand competition. As Friedrich Hayek pointed out, competition is a “procedure for discovering facts which, if the procedure did not exist, would remain unknown or at least would not be used.” Assuming ex hypothesi that women are underpaid and their talents are not being fully employed, then firms that, either by accident or because they have different tastes, hire women will enjoy a competitive advantage. As this becomes evident, to maintain their competitive position, rival tech firms will have no choice but to follow suit and hire women or go out of business.

Another theoretical possibility is that tech managers and venture capitalists are fully aware of the competitive advantages of diversity but they prefer the congeniality of working with people who look like them over higher profits. In other words, they indulge a “taste” for discrimination. There are two problems with this claim. First, no evidence that I know of supports the proposition that they are deficient in greed. Second, other things equal, hiring for congeniality rather than on merit will put tech firms at a competitive disadvantage vis-à-vis their unprejudiced rivals. Such firms will lose ground to their unprejudiced rivals and, ultimately, be supplanted by them. William Baumol has explained how, in a perfectly competitive market, systematic discrimination on the basis of race or gender—indeed on the basis of anything but profit—is suicidal:

[If a firm] proposes to pay a white male more than it offers, say, to a black woman of equal or superior ability (that is, whose marginal revenue product is higher) . . . such behavior will render the discriminating firm vulnerable to destruction through the competition of rival enterprises whose morality in terms of social discrimination is superior or whose greed is sufficiently powerful to lead them to forgo behavior consistent with their managements’ sexual or racial prejudices.

Thus, in this case, perfect competition and perfect contestability alike tolerate no business deviation from virtue. Regardless of the personal morality of a management . . . the outcome will be exactly the same.24

It is well-known that the market for programmers and software engineers is highly competitive, so these pressures should be decisive. I take up this argument again in the conclusion of this paper.

B. Two Concepts of Diversity

It will be helpful to distinguish between two sorts of diversity. People differ along countless dimensions, but two are relevant to our discussion. They are cognitive or epistemic diversity (what Eagly calls “job-related” diversity), that “pertains to differences in knowledge and expertise related to the problems that work groups are charged with solving,” and demographic diversity, that “pertains to differences in attributes such as gender, race, and age.”

The idea that job-related diversity might enhance the performance of a team holds intuitive appeal. After all, if Cambridge’s Cavendish Lab had been physically organized into separate departments, then James Watson, a biologist, and Francis Crick, a physicist, might never have shared an office there and so might never have built the first model of DNA. But the diversity touted by advocates is demographic diversity. For all practical purposes, diversity in the American labor force has become synonymous with racial, gender and ethnic differences. The business case is almost invariably couched in terms of attaining gender and racial balance or parity in the workplace, but the arguments and evidence offered for the business case generally rely on evidence about job-related diversity. That is to say, the business case for demographic diversity is largely derivative of job-related diversity.

The same conflation of cognitive or epistemic diversity and demographic diversity can be seen, for example, in McKinsey & Co.’s report “Diversity Matters.” The report trumpets the advantages of diversity for “better decision making and innovation.” But note that these advantages derive from viewpoint diversity: “A diversity of informed views enables objections and alternatives to be explored more efficiently and solutions to emerge more readily and be adopted with greater confidence.” The McKinsey report relies heavily on Scott Page’s influential work on the effects of diversity. However, Page’s work was based on theories about cognitive diversity—what McKinsey calls “professional” diversity—like

25. Eagly, supra note 1, at 205.
28. Id.
having an engineer and a lawyer on a team.\textsuperscript{29} McKinsey, illegitimately in my view, extrapolates Page’s findings about cognitive/viewpoint diversity to demographic diversity, claiming that Page “understood that benefits derived from one form of diversity would not necessarily be derived from others, but believed that professional and demographic diversity often went hand in hand.”\textsuperscript{30}

This means that the business case for diversity rests on the questionable premise that race and gender are adequate proxies for different viewpoints—i.e., different perspectives from different experiences—or other forms of job-related diversity. Every human being is unique, so whenever there are two people in a room, there is diversity. But it is not obvious that the diversity is much greater if the two people in the room are of different races or sexes. In his book \textit{Liberal Racism}, Jim Sleeper describes how he was once challenged by an Asian-American student at Harvard.\textsuperscript{31} “But don’t you believe in diversity?” the student asked. Sleeper replied, “In the spirit of diversity, tell me three things you’d like to assume I know about you right now, given that I can see that you are Asian.”\textsuperscript{32} More recently, Apple’s new Vice President of Inclusion and Diversity, Denise Young Smith made the sane observation: “There can be 12 white blue-eyed blonde men in a room and they are going to be diverse too because they’re going to bring a different life experience and life perspective to the conversation.”\textsuperscript{33} Little surprise that, after six months on the job—and 20 years at the company—Smith is no longer employed at Apple.\textsuperscript{34}

The claim that demographic diversity is a proxy for viewpoints or job-related diversity seems dubious at best, particularly since job applicants to, say, Google, self-select and undergo the same training. Google’s James Damore got himself fired because he allegedly questioned the fitness of women to work at Google. As his boss said: “To suggest a group of our colleagues have traits that make them less biologically suited to that work is offensive and not OK.”\textsuperscript{35} But, of course, Damore suggested nothing of the sort. He had nothing at all to say about

\begin{flushleft}

\textsuperscript{30} McKinsey, \textit{supra} note 27. In fairness, Page probably invited this confusion by using the same formulation: “Identity diversity and cognitive diversity often go hand in hand.” \textit{See} Page, \textit{supra} note 29, at xiv.

\textsuperscript{31} Jim Sleeper, \textit{Liberal Racism: How Fixating on Race Subverts the American Dream} xxv (2002).

\textsuperscript{32} Id.


\end{flushleft}
Google’s female employees. Rather, he offered an explanation for why there were not more of them. He raised the possibility that one reason we don’t see equal representation of women in tech is the “distribution of preferences and abilities of men and women differ in part due to biological causes.” Damore was simply trying to counter the pervasive narrative that any disparity between men and women must be explained by bias.

Not only is the theory that race and gender are adequate proxies for different viewpoints or knowledge or expertise empirically questionable, but it perpetuates stereotypes. As Peter Wood says: “One of the greatest moral gains of the Civil Rights Movement was the widespread recognition in American society that stereotyping is pernicious. The diversity movement, however, doubles back on that lesson. It offers a justification of sorts for reviving and maintaining racial stereotypes that should be recognized as morally repellent.”

One final point needs to be made about the two concepts of diversity: If demographic diversity is valued because it is a proxy for differences in viewpoints or experiences, that leaves the question of why employers settle for proxies, when they can hire the real thing. Can it be all that hard to measure job candidates’ diversity of viewpoint or experience? The fact that firms do not do this is a tip-off that the business case for diversity is a (pretty threadbare) cloak for a political agenda.

C. Some Forms of Diversity are More Equal than Others

In the previous section, I referred to the fact that some scholars and advocates for diversity have suggested that demographic diversity is a proxy for differences in viewpoints and job-related knowledge or skills. An example can be found in McKinsey’s report Diversity Matters. The report quotes Paul Block, CEO of US sweetener manufacturer Merisant: “People with different lifestyles and different backgrounds challenge each other more. Diversity creates dissent, and you need that. Without it, you’re not going to get any deep inquiry or breakthroughs.”

Another example is from Google CEO Sundar Pichai: “A diverse mix of voices leads to better discussions, decisions, and outcomes for everyone.”

36. Id. ("Damore explicitly, and more than once, made it clear that he was not reducing individuals to a group, and so was not saying that all—or even, necessarily, any—women employed by Google as software engineers are less biologically suited to their work than men. Google is a very selective employer, and so it is highly probable that Google’s selection processes have led to Google employing women who are, in specific traits, uncharacteristic of women as a whole. The target of Damore’s memo was the idea that we should expect women to make up half the software engineering workforce, and that Google should take measures directed towards achieving that outcome.").
40. Id.
But what happens when viewpoint diversity or dissent collides with demographic diversity? At Google, as we know, demographic diversity trumped viewpoint diversity. Pichai, whom I quoted in the last paragraph, is the man who fired James Damore for questioning whether the underrepresentation of women and minorities in Silicon Valley was the result of bias.

Ironically, by firing Damore, Google lent credence to Damore’s critique of the company as “an ideological echo chamber where some ideas are too sacred to be honestly discussed.” Damore has described his mandatory diversity training: “You’re not allowed to say that—that’s sexist.” The training sessions expressly prohibited employees from questioning whether implicit bias was to blame for the underrepresentation of women. For instance, in a slide titled off-topic for this session, the first point underneath that heading reads: “Debating whether bias exists at your organization.”

The Damore case forced Google to show its hand. It came to a diversity showdown, and, for Google, demographic diversity trumped viewpoint diversity. To appease critics, Google has created an ideological monoculture. I suspect that, as Google goes, so goes the tech industry.

If all businesses pursue this demographic diversity, that may have the perverse effect of making businesses less diverse at the global level. The ideal of diversity has come to stand for a program of making all businesses the same—they are all under intense pressure to have workforces that reflect the demographics of the larger US population. In Bill Clinton’s phrase, the idea is that all businesses should “look like America,” in terms of race and gender. But, if all businesses “look like America,” then there will be less diversity among businesses. Or, put differently, while companies will have more internal diversity, all companies will come to resemble each other. Different forms of organization and different mixes of employees may themselves be a form of diversity that contributes to greater creativity and innovation. Each unique business is an experiment. By trial and error, we learn what forms of business organization work best. I raise this point to reinforce my claim that advocates of diversity do not practice what they

42. Damore, supra note 37.
43. Id.
44. Id.
45. Id.
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preach. If there is a business case for diversity, we should expect to find it systematically applied, not simply used to rebrand longstanding policies of racial and gender preference.

D. How Diversity Politics Undermines the Business Case

The business case for diversity rests on the premise that demographically mixed groups can leverage their differences to be more creative and productive. Assuming such benefits exist, however, employers will be unable to harvest them because diversity policies in the workplace hinder cooperation between people of different groups. The reason for this is that ethnic diversity has well-known downsides that are rarely mentioned in the glossy brochures making the business case. Robert Putnam shows that, in more ethnically diverse neighborhoods, there is less trust, less altruism, and fewer friendships. 48 Not only do people in diverse neighborhoods have less trust in those who are ethnically different, they also tend to be less trusting of people who are similar to them. These fissures already exist in the workplace; policies that treat employees differently based on demography may widen these fissures into chasms.

This problem is inherent in all diversity policies. Mathematically, diversity is a zero-sum game. Obviously, the ratio of women and minorities in, for example, Google’s workforce, can only be increased by simultaneously decreasing the ratio of males and whites (and, in Silicon Valley, Asians). What is good for the cause of integrating women into Silicon Valley must by definition be bad for men. Thus, when the Wall Street Journal runs a news story with the title “Apple Makes Slight Diversity Gains,” 49 the title might just as accurately read “Men at Apple Make Slight Diversity Losses.” Diversity policies inescapably highlight group membership and are framed in terms of group identity. As a consequence, policies intended to increase diversity may perversely hinder cooperation in the workplace by heightening employees’ identification with their race or gender and thereby aggravating tensions between different classes of workers—and even within groups of workers. Teams won’t be more productive if they are driven by ideological conflict and mutual suspicion of one another’s motives.

The means by which diversity advocates have chosen to advance their goals worsens polarization in the workplace. Tech companies are subjected to an incessant drumbeat of criticism from magazines and newspapers. Women and


49. Georgia Wells, Apple Makes Slight Diversity Gains, WALL ST. J., Aug. 4, 2016. See also Focusing on Diversity, GOOGLE (Jan. 30, 2016), https://www.blog.google/topics/diversity/focusing-on-diversity30/ [https://perma.cc/7MN7-EJ3J] (finding that 21% of Google’s technical hires in 2015 were women). Therefore, if we assume that 18% of Google’s applications for its technical workforce were women (corresponding to the share of women computer science graduates nationally), a back-of-the-envelope calculation (and a few assumptions) suggests that Google hired men at just over 4/5 the rate that it hired women. That is only a whisker away from the Griggs four-fifths requirement used for Equal Employment purposes to determine if a disparate income challenge may be made. So Google may be inviting reverse discrimination lawsuits.
minorities are taught that they face unrelenting hostility in the workplace from white men who oppose their presence there. This message primes women and minorities to interpret every setback, frustration, or reverse as the result of sexism in the workplace. The accusatory rhetoric thrown about by advocates can hardly create détente between the sexes in the workplace. Why would victims collaborate with their oppressors? It is plausible to speculate that the accusatory rhetoric of the diversity movement has had the perverse effect of deterring women from seeking employment in tech.

Assuming there are potential benefits deriving from workplace diversity, they will not be reaped thanks to the way the diversity movement has undermined the foundations of cooperation in mixed teams by setting race against race and sex against sex. There is ample evidence of this polarization. Writing before the Damore affaire, Dover et al. reported that workplace diversity policies “may function as a cue that members of their group are unwelcome or under-valued.”

“We found evidence that it not only makes white men believe that women and minorities are being treated fairly—whether that’s true or not—it also makes them more likely to believe that they themselves are being treated unfairly.”

Dobbin & Kalev report that lab studies show that the kind of force-feeding used in diversity training can activate bias rather than eradicate it.

E. Witch Hunts for Bias

Women are not the only group impacted by diversity training in the workplace. It is a major source for the alienation of male employees in Silicon Valley. These training sessions are intended to root out implicit bias in the workplace. Naturally, then, male employees may experience diversity training as a rebuke—one they are prohibited from defending themselves against. After all, there is no point rooting out implicit bias if it does not exist. Therefore, the logical inference

50. Of 440 Google employees who responded to a blind survey, 56% said they disagreed with Google’s decision to fire Damore. Jack Nicas, Google Cancels Meeting on Diversity, Citing Safety Concerns for Employees, WALL ST. J. (Aug. 10, 2017), https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-engineers-firing-fuels-debate-among-employees-1502395326 [https://perma.cc/C9ZM-7FUD]. Motherboard captured tweets and/or email threads from Google employees and published them. See infra note 75. They give us a vivid glimpse into the polarization in Google’s workforce. See infra Appendix 1 for the Google employees’ reactions.


52. Id.

53. Frank Dobbin & Alexandra Kalev, Why Diversity Programs Fail, HARV. BUS. REV., July–Aug. 2016, at 52. According to Dobbin and Kalev: “Executives favor a classic command-and-control approach to diversity because it boils expected behaviors down to dos and don’ ts that are easy to understand and defend. Yet this approach also flies in the face of nearly everything we know about how to motivate people to make changes. Decades of social science research point to a simple truth: You won’t get managers on board by blaming and shaming them with rules and reeducation.”

54. As noted earlier, at least in diversity training sessions, Google employees are prohibited from discussing whether their workplace is infected with bias or not. See Shinal, supra note 46.
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from diversity programming is that the firm’s management believes that some (or most) of the firm’s male employees are carriers of implicit bias. That is where Damore and other male employees enter. They are the designated scapegoats. If the low number of women at Google is a national scandal, it is men’s fault, or so it must feel.\textsuperscript{55} If Damore is representative, male employees may feel betrayed by their employers who have failed to defend their honor and who have implicitly validated the charge of bias by adopting a program designed to eradicate it.

The \textit{New York Times}'s tech/Silicon Valley reporter Farhad Manjoo provides a fascinating glimpse of how Google (Damore’s employer) developed a series of workshops or diversity training sessions aimed at making Google’s culture more accepting of diversity.\textsuperscript{56} He reports that:

> Google’s leaders say they are unhappy about the firm’s poor gender diversity . . . . And so they are undertaking a long-term effort to improve these numbers, the centerpiece of which is a series of workshops aimed at making Google’s culture more accepting of diversity.\textsuperscript{57}

Inevitably, the first question is, “how did Google learn that its culture is hostile to diversity?” Google did not actually conduct a test. According to Google’s Human Resources Manager at the time, Laszlo Bock, Google had very few cases of overt discrimination against women. “This is a pretty genteel environment, and you don’t usually see outright manifestations of bias,” Bock said. “Occasionally you’ll have some idiot do something stupid and hurtful, and I like to fire those people.”\textsuperscript{58}

Notice that I referred to “overt” discrimination. What about evidence of implicit bias? Manjoo believes that Bock, who seems to have just heard about theories of implicit bias, wondered how such unconscious biases might be playing out at Google: “Mr. Bock suspected that the more pernicious bias was most likely pervasive and hidden, a deep-set part of the culture rather than the work of a few loudmouth sexists.”\textsuperscript{59} As Damore says, “At Google, we’re regularly told that implicit (unconscious) and explicit biases are holding women back in tech and leadership.”\textsuperscript{60} Despite Google’s proud boast to be data-driven, its implicit bias training was launched based on nothing more than a hunch. No surprise then that Manjoo reports that Google “has no solid evidence that the workshops, or many of its other efforts to improve diversity, are actually working.”

\textsuperscript{55} No one could have missed the sophomoric lampooning of Silicon Valley’s male workforce. Just search terms like “frat boys,” “tech bros,” “geeks,” “nerds,” “troglodytes,” “frat culture,” and “frat party.” Also, search “the problem with brogrammers,” “taking Silicon Valley back from brogrammers,” “the bro-tastic startup,” “dress code for geek chic,” “idiotic Silicon Valley brogrammers,” “the Big Ole Fraternity,” and so on, \textit{ad infinitum} and \textit{ad nauseam}.

\textsuperscript{56} Manjoo, \textit{supra} note 22.

\textsuperscript{57} \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{58} \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{59} \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{60} Damore, \textit{supra} note 37.
To summarize, a claim of bias in a workplace like Google’s is, to borrow Popper’s term, “unfalsifiable” or irrefutable. If bias is observed, that goes to prove that there is bias. If bias isn’t observed, then that goes to show that the bias is concealing itself—it is operating below our radar. As with all conspiracy theories, the absence of evidence of a conspiracy shows how diabolically ingenious the conspirators are at covering their tracks.

As Amy Wax and Philip Tetlock have written about the political uses of implicit bias theory:

Assuming everyone is biased makes the job easy: The problem of demonstrating actual discrimination goes away and claims of discrimination become irrefutable. Anything short of straight group representation—equal outcomes rather than equal opportunity—is “proof” that the process is unfair.61

It is of little wonder, then, that researchers report that “[t]hese approaches to managing diversity . . . are often developed by human resource managers and self-professed diversity experts who have neither the training in theoretical and empirical issues from science on diversity nor the necessary background to evaluate the effects of these programs.”62

So what actually motivated Google’s decision to adopt implicit bias training? Surely not Mr. Bock’s whim. Nor do I believe that anyone in Google’s management seriously believes that bias is pervasive at the company (it is currently arguing the opposite in the courts). You don’t have to be a cynic to doubt that bias training had anything to do with making over the company’s workplace culture. The most likely motivation is political insurance and virtue-signaling. The training is intended to signal to external audiences or constituencies that the company


is making a good-faith effort to address complaints about its treatment of women and its unbalanced workforce. That way the company hopes to appease public opinion, diversity advocates, the Department of Justice, and perhaps potential plaintiffs. If Google shamefully sacrifices its employees for its PR purposes, that is tough (Google might respond), but that is the way the game is played.63

CONCLUSION

Notice that advocates of forced diversity have impaled themselves on a logical contradiction. Either women are basically the same as men or they are different. If women and men are basically the same, then hiring more women into a predominantly male workforce will not increase diversity. It would just mean hiring more of the same. But if women are different from men, then it should come as no surprise that they make different career choices. In that case, the disparities in Silicon Valley’s workforce may be entirely innocent—the result of the free choices of women and men.

There are strong reasons for concluding that the latter explanation is true—that the underrepresentation of women in Silicon Valley may be the result of women’s and men’s choices. One telling finding that suggests this is the case was reported a few years ago. Ming-te Wang and his colleagues found that “mathematically capable individuals who also had high verbal skills were less likely to pursue STEM careers than were individuals who had high math skills but moderate verbal skills.”64 No surprise there, you might think. But the study also found that “the group with high math and high verbal ability included more females than males.” In other words, it may be theorized, more men than women go into STEM fields because that is the only choice open to them. The gender disparity in STEM and Silicon Valley may be due to the fact that, in the aggregate, women have more choice than men, not less.

There is an abundance of evidence suggesting that the gender disparity in STEM fields, and presumably in Silicon Valley too, largely results from unforced individual choices. Recall that, according to the NSF, in 2014 only 18.1% of computer science graduates from US colleges were women.65 This pattern is evident early in life. “Gender differences in attitudes toward and expectations about math careers and ability (controlling for actual ability) are

65. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION, supra note 7.
evident by kindergarten and increase thereafter . . . With some variations, the pattern persists through the career trajectories of women as well. A survey of 500 mathematically gifted men and women at ages 25 and 35 found that, at both ages, men “placed more value on high salaries, taking risks . . . and the prestige of their organization.” Also, in their mid-thirties, over half of women with children considered working fewer than 50 to 60 hours a week “extremely important,” versus less than 20 percent of childless women, childless men, and men with children. Wang and Degol have found that, while the gender gap in math performance has declined in recent decades, “differences in career interests and lifestyle values between males and females explain the large number of highly competent women bowing out of STEM fields.” As Ceci et al. say about the gender disparity in STEM fields, “current barriers to women’s full participation in mathematically intensive academic science fields are rooted in pre-college factors and the subsequent likelihood of majoring in these fields, and future research should focus on these barriers rather than misdirecting attention toward historical barriers that no longer account for women’s underrepresentation in academic science.”

But, particularly in the present climate and the politicization of science, this sort of evidence is unlikely ever to convince the advocates of forced diversity. In their view, any disparity in the representation of women in the workplace—or at any rate in what are seen as desirable workplaces—must be a product of man’s inhumanity to woman. And anyone who dares question their reductionist account—be it the President of Harvard or Apple’s VP for Diversity and Inclusion or a lowly programmer at Google—is hounded out of their jobs. Anything that doesn’t fit the bias narrative gets immediately denounced as biased. Worst of all, this project has the inhuman goal of overriding the choices of real women in the market and imposing the ideologues’ a priori conception of balance on all workplaces. As Linda Gottfredson pointed out more than fifteen years ago, “if you insist on using gender parity as your measure of social justice, it means you will have to keep

68. Ming-Te Wang & Jessica Degol, Motivational Pathways to STEM Career Choices: Using Expectancy-Value Perspective to Understand Individual and Gender Differences in STEM Fields, 33 DEv REV. 304 (2013); see also Rong Su et al., Men and Things, Women and People: A Meta-Analysis of Sex Differences in Interests, 135 PSYCHOL. BULL. 859 (2009) (interests may play a critical role in gendered occupational choices and gender disparity in the STEM fields); Francesca Gino et al., Compared to Men, Women View Professional Advancement as Equally Attainable, but less Desirable, 112 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SCI. 12,354 (2015) (nine studies of MBAs (and others) found that, “compared to men, women have a higher number of life goals, place less importance on power-related goals, associate more negative outcomes (e.g., time constraints and tradeoffs) with high-power positions, perceive power as less desirable, and are less likely to take advantage of opportunities for professional advancement. Women view high-level positions as equally attainable as men do, but less desirable.”).
69. Ceci et al., supra note 66, at 76.
many men and women out of the work they like best and push them into work they don’t like.”

If this tale has a moral, it is that it proves the futility and destructiveness of trying to impose some external standard on employment choices. There is no a priori answer to what is a fair or productive balance of men and women or minorities and whites in the tech workforce—or any workforce. There is no magic ratio of genders or races. Such an external standard disregards what actual companies and workers want. It hamstring managers’ ability to make use of the superior information that they have in order to make efficient decisions about the make-up of the workforce. It also compels companies to achieve artificial goals that take no account of their business needs.

So if no external standard will work, what is to be done? I anticipated my solution earlier in this paper. It is lying in plain view: Employers are already incentivized to hire qualified women and minority tech workers. Gary Becker’s model of discrimination predicts that competitive forces will reduce or eliminate employer discrimination in the long run because the least prejudiced firms will drive their more prejudiced rivals out of business. It follows that a promising strategy to reduce discrimination is to expose more firms and sectors of the economy to competition, say, by dismantling trade barriers and/or by pursuing more vigorous anti-trust enforcement.

Becker’s prediction is supported by a number of natural experiments. Thus, for example, Devah Pager found that firms that discriminated on the basis of race were more likely to have failed 5 years later (36%) than firms that did not discriminate (17%). And Hirata & Soares exploited Brazil’s trade liberalization during the 1990s to test whether the sectors of the economy that experienced greater exposure to international competition in final goods markets had larger reductions in the wage differential between black and white workers. Becker’s prediction was confirmed. Blau & Kahn cite four additional studies with results


71. Any echo here of Robert Nozick’s objection to what he called a patterned principle of justice is purely intentional: “The general point . . . is that no end-state principle or distributional patterned principle of justice can be continually realized without continuous interference with people’s lives.” ROBERT NOZICK, ANARCHY, STATE, AND UTOPIA 163 (1974).


that are consistent with Becker’s reasoning.\footnote{75 Blau & Kahn, supra note 72, at 835 (citing Judith K. Hellerstein, David Neumark & Kenneth R. Troske, Market Forces and Sex Discrimination, 37 J. Hum. Resources 353 (2002) (among plants with high levels of product market power (and hence the ability to discriminate), those employing relatively more women were more profitable); Sandra E. Black & Philip E. Strahan, The Division of Spoils: Rent-Sharing and Discrimination in a Regulated Industry, 91 Am. Econ. Rev. 814 (2001) (with the deregulation of the banking industry, beginning in the mid-1970s—interpreted as an increase in competition—the gender wage gap in banking declined); Sandra E. Black & Elizabeth Brainerd, Importing Equality? The Impact of Globalization on Gender Discrimination, 57 Industrial & L. Rev. 540 (2004) (increasing vulnerability to international trade, i.e., increased competitive pressure, reduced apparent gender wage discrimination in concentrated industries); Fredrik Heyman, Helena Svaleryd & Jonas Vlachos, Competition, Takeovers, and Gender Discrimination, Industrial & L. Rev. 409 (2013) (firm takeover—interpreted as a manifestation of competitive pressure—was associated with a reduction in the gender wage gap). Becker himself has) noted that “[t]he rapid growth of world trade during the past several decades, and the increasing market orientation of different economies, sometimes raise rather than lower income inequality, as least for a while. However, trade and competition has made this inequality more dependent on differences in human and other capital, and less directly on skin color, gender, religion, caste, and other roots of discrimination. This is an unsung but major consequence of greater trade and globalization.” Gary Becker, Competitive Markets and Discrimination against Minorities, The Becker-Posner Blog (Sept. 7, 2008, 6:08 PM), http://www.becker-Posner-bolg.com/2008/09/competitive-markets-and-discrimination-against-minorities-becker.html, [https://perma.cc/5CTY-UYB3].} Central planners and social engineers don’t know how to run tech companies better than their current bosses. True, as I noted, some bosses may prefer to be biased than be rich, but then they will pay the price. It’s also true, as I noted, that some bosses—or possibly many—will be blind to the competitive disadvantage that they are incurring by being biased against minority and women tech workers. But they too will pay a price—the devil will take the hindmost.

The solution I propose won’t be to everyone’s taste. The sort of justice that the market metes out is rough justice and meritocratic rather than egalitarian. It can in principle coexist with continuing gender and racial gaps. But its moral superiority over the alternative is clear: gender and racial gaps are benign if they are the results of people’s free choices. And forced diversity has not only had little or no success, but the cost in terms of social divisiveness and a debased civil discourse has been intolerably high.
APPENDIX 1: REACTIONS FROM GOOGLE EMPLOYEES TO JAMES DAMORE’S MANIFESTO76

- “If HR does nothing in this case, I will consider leaving this company for real for the first time in five years.”
- “Honestly, more people have been agreeing with it than I would like.”
- “From what I’ve seen it’s been a mix of women saying, ‘This is terrible and it’s been distracting me from my work and it shouldn’t be allowed;’ Men and women saying ‘this is horrible but we need to let him have a voice;’ and men saying ‘This is so brave, I agree.’”
- “Google’s left bias has created a politically correct monoculture that maintains its hold by shaming dissenters into silence.”
- “The fact that colleagues are calling for him to be fired—on very public forums—proves his point that there is an ideological silo and that dissenting opinions want to be silenced. Why don’t they debate him on his argument? Because it’s easier to virtue signal by mentioning on a social network how angry and offended you are. Debate and discussion takes time.”
- “This is actually terrifying: if someone is not ideologically aligned with the majority then he’s labeled as a ‘poor cultural fit’ and would not be hired/promoted. Eric [possibly referring to Eric Schmidt, executive chairman at Google] somewhere said that Google has the lowest percentage of conservatives and I think this post underlines the institutionalized discrimination that led to this extreme lack of intellectual diversity.”
- “I’m impressed. It took serious guts to post that. I hope nothing happens to the guy.”
- “We should all go and respond with support. The more the supporters, the safer he is.”
- “The fella who posted that is extremely brave. We need more people standing up against the insanity. Otherwise ‘Diversity and Inclusion’ which is essentially a pipeline from Women’s and African Studies into Google, will ruin the company.”
- “The company is the way I like it. Go find another company that doesn’t value diversity.”
- “The author is an idiot, grasping at pseudoscience to justify sexism. It’s a struggle for anyone who’s approached the issue with an open heart to read like this.”
- “[R]emember, you can’t be racist against whites and can’t be sexist against men. Because equality!” another person wrote in the internal Blind thread.”
- “So diversity and inclusion actually means that having a divergent opinion results in exclusion? That’s the very definition of hypocrisy.”
